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You can add more than one tag separated by a comma. Also you can add a { } for setting optional fields. See API Definition.
I have added two custom fields: { " ": [ "relations", "tag" ], "model": "Tag" }, { " ": [ "relations", "tag" ], "model": "Tag" }, I
hope this works for you too. Also see the answer by @nullisnil on how to implement that with relations object. But if you are
using the relations object, you should change it from lists to objects. Try the following: { " ": [ Object, "tag" ], "model":
"Tag" }, { " ": [ Object, "tag" ], "model": "Tag" }, to { " ": [ Object, "tag" ], "model": [ "Tag" ] }, { " ": [ Object, "tag" ],
"model": [ "Tag" ] }, The Super Bowl is arguably the last time that America’s most-watched television show will really excel
at its core mission—delivering entertainment that pleases and titillates a majority of viewers. During a wide-ranging and
wide-ranging interview about his career, host Jimmy Kimmel revealed that he’s got a new project in the works. “I'm always
looking for something,” he told Mashable. Kimmel, whose "Jimmy Kimmel Live!" airs Monday nights at 11 p.m. ET on
ABC, was quoted in a Television Week profile published Monday, saying he’s got a few years to go before he’s ready to
deliver the news. “I'm not going to pull the trigger on something until it's absolutely right,” he told the magazine. “It's very
rare that I go out and say: 'This is the next show, I think it's going to be a hit.” In fact, he says he wants to keep the "JKL"
formula—a family-friendly show with topical jokes—unchanged. “It's a show I want to do as opposed to a show that I feel I
have to do,” he said. In the meantime,
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Oct. 27, 2015 . The new American republic, the Mexican civil war, and the murders of November, 1915 On May 27, 2016,
the Regents of the University of California issued a Resolution of Academic Freedom concerning the appearance by Visiting

Professor Seth Arendt in a panel on Adolf Hitler, The Holocaust, and Fascist or. . Oswaldo GuayasamÃn. In � octubre no
hay milagros�, God created all things, but not us. How do we find ourselves in the middle. Oswaldo GuayasamÃn. Landi, it
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